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Memories

Elevators Ain’t What
They Used to Be
Who doesn’t moan and groan when an
elevator at The Lodge is taken out of
service for maintenance. But think of it
this way. These contraptions are normally
at our call 24 hours a day, move at a
speed of 1.5 feet per second (four floors
in less than 30 seconds), and come and
go where we want at a push of a button.
Think of how far elevators have advanced. Now
they are electronically controlled. Until the 1950s,
they were manually controlled. A human operator
controlled the direction and speed with a large handoperated lever. It took skill to align the elevator floor
with the floor where stops were made, sometimes
requiring a number of ups and downs to make it right,
before the noisy gates were opened by hand to
discharge passengers. “Watch your step,” the
operator would invariably say. It is said that apartment
building elevator operators knew more tenant
“secrets” from short between-floor conversations than
anyone else.
With elevator doors on every
Charlottesvillians will
one of the four floors at The
remember the old-fasioned Lodge, how many total
elevators in the long-gone
doors in an elevator shaft?
The answer is five! The
downtown C.H. Williams
elevator
car has a door, too.
department store.
The doors on the floors
Elevators are big
cannot open alone. They
business as well as a legal depend on the motor-driven
requirement in multi-story
elevator car door which
buildings and a welcome
engages them to open and
benefit for disabled
close.
persons. The manufacturer Did you know there is only
of the elevators at The
one known instance of an
Lodge, ThyssenKrupp,
elevator free fall. That was
says they have grown to be in 1945 when a B25 bomber
the largest producer of
crashed into the Empire
State Building and severed
elevators in the Americas
the cables of an elevator. A
even though a relative
woman
in the elevator fell
newcomer to the elevator
1,000
feet
and survived.
business.
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In case you are interested in building a cruise
ship, a resident of The Lodge knows how to do
it. Before Charlie Johnson suffered his
disability, he amassed 60 years of experience
in every aspect of ship building technology
from the days of steam to the use of diesel. A
native of America’s foremost center of naval
activity, Charlie was born and raised in
Norfolk, Virginia.
Charlie is not certain why he chose a career in marine
engineering, but living with a father who was a tugboat
dispatcher and in a city with the largest naval base in the
world certainly helped. He attended the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology where he graduated with a degree
in marine engineering.
Eager to apply his new found skills, Charlie went to work
for Isthmian Steamship Lines, a flourishing shipping
company founded and operated by U.S. Steel. Due to a
prolonged strike, his days at work were limited, forcing him
after one year to look for a job that paid a living wage.
The next rung in Charlie’s career was with the largest
shipbuilder in the United States, Newport News
Shipbuilder. There he had the distinction of working with
another designer who
was developing the first
prototype of a nuclear
power plant for aircraft
carriers. Problems
plaguing the design
finally forced the
abandonment of the
project, resulting in his
boss becoming
manager of the shipyard
and in Charlie being laid
off.
He resumed his
career with Hopeman
Charlie and Benji, the affectionate poodle mix
adored by the Johnsons.

(cont’d on back pg.)

“I like my duties,” is how Amber White feels
about her job at The Lodge. Her ready smile
and upbeat disposition are evidence of the
satisfaction she finds in her work.
Amber was hired by The Lodge as a meal server in July
2012 and was soon promoted to Dining Room Manager. She
is responsible for the training and oversight of the 10 servers
who take orders and bring meals to the resident and guest
diners in the first and third floor dining rooms. The Lodge
currently has over 100 mouths to feed.
The promotion of courtesy and friendly relations is high
on her list of requirements for her understudies who must
also learn the ropes of meal handling. New employees
receive initial training by shadowing her or another
accomplished server before being on their own.
Besides performing server duties herself, Amber also
assigns servers to each of the four work shifts that cover
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. One of her job challenges is

having to quickly rejuggle
the work schedule when a
server is sick or otherwise
unable to work. On
Sunday evenings, residents
will find Amber staffing
the front desk.
Amber is a native of
Richmond and grew up in
Fluvanna County, just east
of Charlottesville.
Currently living in Crozet,
she spends her spare time
with her fiancé and family,
and tries to work in
shopping sprees whenever
she can.
Our thanks to Amber and her fellow servers for putting
up with all of our mealtime idiosyncrasies.

This and That
Apparently neither the building architects nor the
regulators thought a stairway from the first floor to the
basement garage was needed at The Lodge. The
building was approved and constructed with elevator
access only. But owner David Hilliard concluded that
was a mistake and ordered the retrofit of a new
stairwell with project completion scheduled in
November. Kudos to the contractor for timely
completion and for minimizing the inevitable noise and
dust associated with punching through reinforced
concrete.
Executive Director Judy Bowes tells us that meal
shortages due to unreserved dining by guests seem to
have ended. If the reminder in The Lodger to make
meal reservations for guests is what prompted this, we
heartily thank everyone for their splendid cooperation.
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Those of us who are early
risers would have been
amused to hear a recent
comment from a mid-morning
riser at the front desk: “Isn’t it
nice to see so many people up
this early!”

Jim Clark, editor
Advisory Committee
Sue Clark
Gae Lach
Ideas for publication are
welcome by contacting
Sue, Gae, or Jim.

Third Thursday will be held for
the 28th time in November.
The first of these monthly
events occurred in September
2011. The open-to-the-public
events have been as diverse
as a talk on how to downsize

and “dejunk” to remarks by former Virginia Governor
Gerald Balilies. Resident attendance is given first
preference, but later reservations must sometimes be
denied for this popular sell-out attraction.
Upstairs kitchen renovations have thrilled the food
preparers with extra work space and a beverage
dispenser, designed to expedite upstairs meal delivery
and adjust to resident growth at The Lodge.
OLLI students
from The
Lodge learned
a weather
forecast tip in
the course on
weather: watch
for the length
of contrails
from jet
planes. Short
trails indicate
dry air and a
fair weather
forecast. Long
trails indicate
moist air and
probable
stormy
weather
ahead. Wonder
weather it
works?

Weather at The Lodge
The charts show the temperature and
rain trends since the weather station was
installed at The Lodge in June 2013.
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All You Wanted to Know
About Catch Basins
Nowadays developers are required to show how
they will handle stormwater drainage before
they are permitted to build. Rain and melting
snow from new pavements and rooftops
produce surprisingly large increases in runoff
and can cause serious damage if not properly
managed.
The ponds behind The Lodge are an example of one of the most
common means of managing stormwater drainage in use today,
and were one of the preconditions for Old Trail Village
development.
The ponds, engineers call them basins, have one primary
purpose: to prevent flooding and erosion. There are two types.
Detention ponds hold water temporarily and become dry between
rain storms. Retention ponds, like the ones at The Lodge, are
designed to contain permanent pools of water. Both types catch
water runoff and discharge it very slowly, thereby preventing
downstream flooding.
The concrete structure in the largest retention pond is called a
riser. Water enters the riser and exits through an orifice, a small
opening in the riser placed above the bottom of the pond so it does
not empty. The water is piped underground part way before it
empties into Lickinghole Creek. The creek is an 8.4 mile stream,
fed by mountain springs, that empties into the Mechums River; it
is part of the James River watershed.

Retention ponds have other advantages. Because they do not
completely drain, this type of pond helps water quality by filtering
sediments that are washed into them. They can provide wildlife
habitat, too. Croaking frogs, hungry herons, and occasional resting
flocks of Canada geese all make use of the created water body at
The Lodge.
Maybe not so picturesque, the pond is sometimes a hubbub of
activity that attracts our attention—and is always in readiness to
catch the next rain.

Nearby Monument
Commemorates 1959
Plane Crash
On the last day of October 54 years ago, the
ugly sound of a fatal airplane crash drifted
across the farm field where The Lodge is
located today. Twenty-six passengers and
crew members on Piedmont Airlines flight
349 lost their lives in 1959 on Bucks Elbow
Mountain just over two miles away. One
passenger miraculously survived the crash
despite waiting 36 hours for rescuers to find
the wreck.
Phillip Bradley lived to tell the story of the ill-fated
New York to Roanoke flight and to memorialize the loss
of the other occupants of the airliner. At mostly his own
expense, Mr. Bradley, with the help of his son and the
permission of Albemarle County, designed and erected
a monument in memory of the passengers and crew of
flight 349. The monument was constructed in 1999 at
the county-owned Mint Springs Valley Park at the foot
of the mountain where the crash occurred.

Mint Springs is a jewel in the county park system. It
is two miles west of downtown Crozet via Railroad
Avenue. The road name changes to Mint Springs Road
before arriving at the park on the left.
Mr. Bradley attended a 50th anniversary of the final
flight of Piedmont 349 at the monument in October
2009. The lone survivor of the crash died in North
Carolina on August 23 of this year.
The airliner had been scheduled for an intermediate
stop in Charlottesville, but was off course when it
crashed due to a navigational error. The cause of the
error is still in dispute.
Piedmont was absorbed by USAirways in 1989.

Resident Focus (cont’d from
front pg.)
Brothers Marine Interiors, the
company for whom he worked for
55 years, climbing to be vicepresident of the firm. His value to
the company was unmistakable;
they called him back from
retirement not once but three
times.
Charlie worked at Hopeman’s
main office in New York City until
1971 when the office was closed
and he and his wife Betty moved to
Waynesboro, Virginia, where the
company prefabbed interior
components for passenger and
cargo ships. The move was timely;
Charlie was tired of commuting into
New York from their home in New
Jersey.
His commuting became all
international, traveling to shipyards
all over the world monitoring the
progress of ships under
construction. Among the thousands
of ships outfitted by Hopeman
under Charlie’s supervision were
the Disney Magic and the Disney
Wonder, two cruise ships built in
Italy and still operated by Disney
Cruise Lines, and the U.S. Navy
hospital ships USNS Mercy and
Comfort.
It was during his last exit from
retirement that Charlie suffered a
stroke. Now his “mechanical toy”,
an electric powered wheelchair,
gives him the mobility to navigate
the interior and exterior of The
Lodge, often with the Johnson’s dog
Benji in his lap or at his side.
He moved to Piedmont Assisted
Living at The Lodge in 2012 and has
been “satisfied in every way.” Betty
recently moved into Ridges
Independent Living at The Lodge.
Their daughter and her husband,
who live in Charlottesville,
discovered The Lodge and
recommended the move from
Waynesboro.
The Johnsons are also the
parents of three boys: a teacher in
North Carolina, a sales executive in
Richmond, and a company financial
officer in Maryland. Charlie says
that Betty played the traditional role
of housewife and devoted mother of
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Season’s

Greetings!
their children.
Charlie does not have a favorite
team but enjoys watching football
and basketball on TV and programs
produced by public TV. He does not
watch baseball now, although he
liked playing the game as a teenager. World Series, maybe?
He loved yard work even though

he had little time for it, says Betty.
That didn’t stop him from accusing
her of excessive mower speed
when his supervisory eye spotted
uneven cuts of their lawn!
In recounting his past, Charlie
admits that he acquired the
reputation of being a workaholic.
His explanation: “I liked to work.”

The treasured watercolor painting of an early tugboat by a friend
hangs in Charlie’s apartment. The original, tall smokestack, says
Charlie, was not replaced when the craft was converted from steam
to diesel power. The masts identify for other ships the type and travel
direction of the boat.

